
Under the Sea Week Prompts



Safety first - These activities are suggestions of how to
engage your baby in play. They need to be carried out
with adult supervision and you taking full responsibility for
your baby during play. Please ensure that your little one
is supervised with the toy at all times. Keep your little one
in arms reach and eye sight when they are playing.

This printable has been produced by The Sensory
Sessions, it cannot be copied, shared or replicated
without permission

Under the Sea Week Play Prompts



We have popped together some play prompts for you during
our under the sea week theme. On the following sheets you'll
find some graphics and photos to hopefully inspire your fish
themed play. Here are some ideas to get you started - 

- fish & fishing rod - draw or cut out a fish shape and attach it
to a paper straw with some string. Holding it towards and
over your baby it is amazing for visual development, tracking
and some hand-eye co-ordination

- Under the sea texture tub - put together a texture filled play
space with lots of ocean creatures, fabrics, links, starlinks
and music toys. Using a paddling pool or a ball pool is a
great way of creating a themed space

- fish themed no mess painting - print or draw a fish shape
onto card and pop it in a ziplock bag with some paint. Let
your little one touch, lie and sit on the bag to create their art! 

- bubbles are amazing for visual development and very
calming for babies so conclude your sea themed play with a
lovely calm moment

Under the Sea Week Prompts



under the sea themed spaces



Our under the sea canope one of our favourite activities, we
love creating an under the sea space for our baby's to enjoy.
We've done this by attaching net seaweed and felt fish to a
piece of fabric. It is easy to recreate at home on a smaller
scale with some fabric or paper at home, using a hanger,
muslin square or a play tent to attach the fabric too. It is a
lovely way to do so our little ones can do some lovely visual
development activities, while working on co-ordination,
textures and their motor skills. 

Under the Sea Themed Canope






